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INTRODUCTION 
Presenting digital information, navigation in search of it, and the tech-
niques employed by search engines to find it, have become intimately 
entwined. For these reasons, this discussion will roam beyond the narrow 
subject of effective visual presentation of search results and cover the closely 
related matters of navigation and searching. 
The discussion will first identify "ideal" features in the presentation 
of online search results. Next, it will survey presentation tools and/ or ser-
vices (especially those that use visualizing techniques) that now exist on 
the Web. Finally, it will report on searching/ navigation/ presentation tools 
of unusual promise . 
THE IDEAL 
The human mind employs all its senses and all available tools to seek 
out information and interpret it. Computer systems have typically pre-
sented search results in sensory modes that appeal only to a narrow por-
tion of the senses and the tools avai lable. Some obvious modes not often 
employed, for instance, a re color and sound. It would be effective to 
apply color to citations or portions of text so that, for example, red text 
would be "hot" (to signify high relevance) and blue "cold" (to signify low 
relevance). Alternatively (or in addition), as one moves the cursor over 
ci tations, pictures, or text of high relevance ranking, a deep euphonious 
tone could emerge from compute r speakers, which would shift to squawk-
ing when the cursor moved across low relevance matter. Possibly music 
could play adjusted for the age of the use r so that, for example, Mozart 
would herald, for the middle-aged, high relevance matter and heavy metal , 
low. 
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These more diverse marking techniques would continue to have value 
when the data were displayed in three-dimensional or virtual-reality modes, 
if only to reinforce what is portrayed through size or position. Indeed, 
the use of space, or spatial cues, to present data is itself another mode 
that has received minimal use. The presentation of search findings has 
been remarkably linear. "Telephone-book" presentation is still common 
on the Web, with the greatest advance being the still linear presentation 
of data by relevancy rather than alphabetic place. 
Even the traditional spatial and other cues of newspapers and card 
catalogs have been absent. Newspapers employ spatial conventions so 
that headlines in big type located in the upper right corner of the first 
page represent the most important stories. Card catalogs have chunks or 
segments of cards of a size instantly recognizable not by provision of an 
"unintuitive" number representing the number of hits but by the size of 
the file. Five inches of cards strike the mind instantly as meaning lots of 
"hits"-in fact, about 500. The labels on the drawers provide a rough and 
ready systematic precis of what authors or topics lie within. Red-topped 
cards in some catalogs are subject cards, words in all caps at the top of the 
card are subject headings, upper and lowercase words are titles. 
Search displays for online engines must create similar cues or cues 
better suited to the new medium-but that are similar to those used by 
the old technology-and are instantly and intuitively recognized by those 
familiar with the language of search and display. 
Searching for information on the Web suffers from two debilitating 
deficiencies-Web searching is shallow and narrow. It is shallow in that 
existing Web-wide search engines go only to what I will call first level docu-
ments-i.e., to documents that reside on servers in HTML. There is a 
world of additional information just beyond. I am referring to informa-
tion in library catalogs and other data files to which the Web offers entry. 
The Library of Congress catalog, for instance, is never searched by any of 
the Web-wide search engines. The millions of meticulously organized and 
rigorously authenticated bits of information that lie within it and are avail-
able go unexplored by these engines. The descriptions of the materials in 
digital form in the Library's American Memory program and those digital 
materials themselves-the pictures, sounds, and image-based text docu-
ments in their hundreds of thousands-do not appear in Web engine 
search results, nor do comparable materials and files from myriads of other 
institutions. Present search engines skim the surface of Web content. 
In addition, Web searches are narrow because they do not begin to 
exploit the resource that most human beings turn to first when they seek 
information-i.e., human colleagues who know more than they do or know 
different things. The Internet is rich in information about who knows 
what and how to reach them. 
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Some of the locator information is explicit, like directories of univer-
sity faculty and government agencies. For example, if you need to know 
about the Okefenokee Swamp, check Web-accessible directories that con-
tain information on limnologists at the University of Florida or in the 
Florida State Bureau of Swamps. Better yet, develop a Web search engine 
that moves be low the surface to locate the names and credentials of these 
people. Program the engine to list the names of these experts with their 
e-mail addresses and then array the information by the frequency they 
have provided material to the Web, compounded by the frequency that 
their material was viewed and cited. 
Additionally, devise a Web engine that would create comparable in-
formation from non-explicit sources, like Usenet exchanges and bulletin 
boards. Many experts (cranks, too, of course) have left a trail of informa-
tion in open sources on the Web. The information is there to be viewed, 
weighed, and leveraged for the use of those who need answers. 
I hasten to add that engines using Web citation analysis or other means 
to identify and rank experts in various fields must also include a means for 
securing appropriate permissions. At a minimum, everyone-experts and 
the general Web user-must have a technology to screen out unwanted 
e-mail. An industry might arise to support a system that provides tools, 
like those mentioned, to assist information seekers while respecting the 
rights of experts. 
Enlarged Web searching of this "ideal" kind creates the challenge of 
presenting large quantities of information in ways that do not confuse or 
overwhelm. To do so, every existing presentation tool and all the new 
ones suggested here must be brought to bear. 
So, to summarize, an ideal searching system will provide wide and 
deep access to Web information and display the resulting data in modes 
that employ some fundamentally new cues that use color, sound, and three-
dimensional visualizations (among other techniques) and other new cues 
inspired by traditional systems, like those employed in newspapers and 
card catalogs. 
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